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Overview of  Presentation

ØDefinitional chaos 
ØTheoretical frameworks 
ØMentoring defined? 
ØUTA Study 
ØDaloz Framework 
Ø In a galaxy far, far away… 
ØMentors and monks 
ØFuture directions and related research



Increased use of  terms in profession



Increased use of  terms in profession
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Faculty of  
Record

Lead and/or 
Coordinating   
Academic Coach

Academic 
Coach A 
(New)

Grouping of  
15-30 Students 

Academic Coach 
B 

(Experienced)

Grouping of  
75-90 Students

Academic Coach 
C 

(Experienced)

Grouping of  
75-90 Students

UTA Coaching/IA Model  
Based on one undergraduate course with a student enrollment 

approx. 150-180 students, 1 Faculty of  Record and 3 Academic Coaches
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Learners 

Academic 
Coaching 

Faculty

Faculty Member 
• Faculty Member of  Record 
• Curriculum Expert 
• Provides Direction to Academic Coaches 
• Evaluates Coach Performance 
• Engagement with Learners 

Academic Coach/Instructional 
Associate  
• Grade Assignments per Faculty Direction   
• Lead Discussion Threads per Faculty 

Direction  
• Manage Student Support Issues 
• Respond to Questions within 24 hours 
• Document Student Activity

Academic Coach Leadership 
• Liaison with Faculty/Program Chairs  
• Manages/Supports/Trains Academic Coaches 
• Document Faculty and Coach Activities

Roles Tailored to Context



What is a mentor?



Overviews and Theoretical Frameworks

• Jacobi (1991, Review of  Educational Research) 
• Daloz (1999, Mentor: guiding the journey of  adult 

learners) 
• Cohen (2003, Adult Learning) 
• Murphy et al. (2005, Distance Education)



Sample Definition:  Mentoring

First, it is an intentional process of  interaction  between at least 
two individuals.... Second, mentoring is a nurturing process that 
fosters the growth and development of  the protege. . . . Third, 
mentoring is an insightful process in which the wisdom of  the 
mentor is acquired and applied by the protege. . . . Fourth, 
mentoring is a supportive, often protective process. The mentor can 
serve as an important guide or reality checker in introducing the 
protege to the environment he or she is preparing for. Finally ...  
an essential component of  serving as a mentor is role modeling.  
(Shandley, 1989, quoted in Jacobi, 1991)



Cohen Model



Definitional Chaos



Coding scheme from Murphy et al.

• Coaching 
…observing learners’ performance and providing 
encouragement, diagnosis, directions, and feedback. 
• Facilitating 
…providing technical, pedagogical, managerial, and social 
activities that maintain sustained and authentic 
communication between and among instructors and students.



Coding scheme from Murphy et al.

• Mentoring 
…is a one-on-one relationship between and expert and a 
novice in which the expert guides the novice by behavioral 
and cognitive modeling, academic and career counseling, 
emotional and scholarly support, advice, professional 
networking, and assessment.







Results

• Open coding suggests: 
– Knowledge sharing beyond course 
– Career counseling and networking 
– Application and extension of  course content 
– Mentor was supportive of  student 
– Mentor’s answers supported student questions 
– Mentor provided direct advice and knowledge 
– Mentor facilitated technical process 
– Student appreciates desktop sharing feature 
– Tendency for mentor to facilitate and/or coach





Daloz’s “Yoda Factor”



Daloz Framework
• Support 

– Nurturing that transcends skills/abilities 
• Challenge 

– Reflection, including challenge to learn at 
greater depth 

• Vision 
– Looking to the future, providing “larger 

context, “journey” or path, relays tradition, 
“remind us of  our destiny,” “toward what,” 
expand view of  world and ourselves



In a galaxy far, far away…



Does Your Mentor Meet  
the Daloz/Yoda Standard?

• Support 
– Nurturing that transcends skills/abilities 

• Challenge 
– Reflection, including challenge to learn at greater 

depth 
• Vision 

– Looking to the future, providing “larger context, 
“journey” or path, relays tradition, “remind us of  
our destiny,” “toward what,” expand view of  world 
and ourselves





Geekwire Gets it Wrong …

• didn’t set “concrete goals” 
• no use of  “authentic assessments” 
• “speech patterns…are hilarious” and 

“hindrance to clear communications” 
• “obtuse methods” 
• “lack of  transparency” 
• “cult personality”



Back to Daloz

• Challenge 
The mentor may assign mysterious tasks, introduce 
contradictory ideas, question tacit assumptions, or even wish 
damage to the relationship by refusing to answer questions.  
The function of  the challenge is to open a gap between the 
learner and the environment, a gap that creates tension in the 
learner, calling out for closure.  The work of  closing the gap 
strengthens our sense of  agency, of  power in the world.



Another mentor, another monk…



Daloz on Vision

• New Metaphors 
…mentors primarily function to ‘nurture us into new 
metaphors.’  They give us new ways to think about the 
world.  The good [mentor] helps students not so much solve 
problems as see them anew.  Mentors can give us a new 
language, magic words in which are contained whole different 
frames of  reference.  Thus, language can be a catalyst for 
change as well as an indicator of  it.
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Future Paths?



Future Paths References…
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